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Green Mountain data centers host
Hewlett Packard Enterprise AI and HPC
infrastructure

Green Mountain, known for operating sustainable and energy-efficient data
centers powered by renewable energy with minimal CO2 footprints, is helping
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) expand its ability to deliver high-demand
artificial intelligence (AI) and high performance computing (HPC) workloads
to customers. The additional capacity, hosted across two of Green Mountain’s
Norwegian locations, will serve HPE customers that seek flexible and more



sustainable access to compute.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning represent great opportunities
for improving society, businesses and the lives of individuals, but powering AI
systems require an incredible amount of energy. The growth in AI also affects
both the demand and requirements for the data centers hosting these
platforms and applications. Large datasets and massive computing power
means more power consumption and more heat.

Green Mountain delivers data center premises adapted to such workloads,
both in terms of power supply, liquid cooling and design of data rooms for
high density AI infrastructure. HPE’s work with Green Mountain demonstrates
the company’s commitment to carbon footprint reduction and minimizing the
environmental impact at key phases of a customer’s AI journey including
development, testing, and deployment. HPE has built 6 of the top 10 most
energy efficient supercomputers, many of which are being used to run AI
workloads. “We are equipped to meet the booming demand from AI clients,
as well as the requirements these customers have for performance and
delivery time. Norway has the best conditions for hosting such installations in
view of its power surplus, renewable electricity and stable framework
conditions,” said CEO of Green Mountain, Svein Atle Hagaseth.

“Our customers are increasingly developing AI models to unlock
breakthroughs. Partnering with Green Mountain, a leading provider of
sustainable data services in Norway, will enable us to offer our global
customers best-in-class AI and HPC capacity and accelerate their innovation
journey, all powered by renewable energy,” said Thomas Kraft, managing
director at Hewlett Packard Enterprise Norway.

The Green Mountain and HPE teams collaborated on the design of the data
center to create a solution that help deliver on the power and sustainable IT
requirements that customers need.

As part of Green Mountain’s sustainability efforts, the company aims to reuse
the excess heat produced by the data centers to benefit other industries. For
example, at the Rjukan site, the data center will deliver heated water to a
nearby land-based fish farm. By utilizing the energy from the heated water in
fish production, the company can reduce the need for electricity, lowering its
costs and carbon footprint.

https://www.top500.org/lists/green500/2023/11/
https://www.top500.org/lists/green500/2023/11/


“We appreciate working with HPE on this project and look forward to
continuing to develop our relationship," Hagaseth commented.

About Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (NYSE: HPE) is the global edge-to-cloud company
that helps organizations accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all of
their data, everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future and
innovating to advance the way people live and work, HPE delivers unique,
open, and intelligent technology solutions as a service. With offerings
spanning Cloud Services, Compute, High Performance Computing & AI,
Intelligent Edge, Software, and Storage, HPE provides a consistent experience
across all clouds and edges, helping customers develop new business models,
engage in new ways, and increase operational performance. For more
information, visit: www.hpe.com

About Green Mountain:

Green Mountain designs, builds and operates highly secure, innovative and
sustainable data centers in Norway and the UK. The data centers are powered
by low-cost, 100 percent renewable power and are world-leading on energy
efficiency.

The company currently operates the following data center locations: SVG1-
Rennesøy near Stavanger, RJU1-Rjukan in Telemark and the OSL1-Enebakk
data center about 20 km outside of Oslo. In addition, a data center in London
(LON1-East) was recently established through the acquisition of an existing
company. It is located in one of the most important data center hubs in the
world. Furthermore, Green Mountain builds Norway’s largest data center
campus at Hamar and have partnered with German power company KMW to
establish a new data center in the Frankfurt region.

Existing customers include large international companies within cloud,
banking/finance, HPC, automotive and more.

https://eur05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hpe.com%2F&data=05%7C02%7Cmette.gulbrandsen%40greenmountain.no%7C7da96424821641b36d4008dc378297ff%7C165af75ad3d24282b6c7d59148ed006d%7C0%7C0%7C638446281266448754%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=j1U%2BkQ%2FwCC%2BRCVbqwLJC6bIVFVYBnzUsu5CdEA5LGRY%3D&reserved=0
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